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The emission spectrum of BN has been investigated in the 1800–9000 cm01 region using a Fourier transform
spectrometer. BN was formed in a microwave discharge of He with a trace of BCl3 and N2. The bands observed in the
3000–7800 cm01 interval have been assigned as the b 1P–a 1S/ transition, with the 0–0 band at 3513.99040(43) cm01 .
This transition is analogous to the A 1Pu –X 1S/

g (Phillips) system of the isoelectronic C2 molecule. The rotational
analysis of the 0–0, 1–1, 1–0, 2–1, 3–2, 2–0, 3–1, 4–2, and 4–1 bands has been obtained and the molecular constants
for the b 1P and a 1S/ states have been determined. A local perturbation has been observed in the £ Å 1 vibrational
level of the b 1P state near J Å 18 caused by the interaction with the £ Å 3 vibrational level of the a 1S/ state. The
principal equilibrium constants for the a 1S/ state are: ve Å 1705.4032(11) cm01 , vexe Å 10.55338(52) cm01 , Be Å
1.683771(10), ae Å 0.013857(16) cm01 , and re Å 1.2745081(37) Å. Although the b 1P–a 1S/ transition has recently
been seen in emission from boron nitride trapped in solid neon matrices [J. Chem. Phys. 104, 3143–3146 (1996)] , our
work represents the first observation of this transition of BN in the gas phase. q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

INTRODUCTION analysis implied that the spacing between the a 1S/ and b 1P
states was 1831 cm01 . They also determined an approximate

BN is a ceramic material that can be formed at high tem- value for the lower a 1S/ state DG(1/2) vibrational interval
peratures by the reaction of boron atoms with N2 or NH3 of 1712 cm01 .
and is of substantial chemical and industrial importance. The ground state of BN has been well established as a 3P
Solid BN is isoelectronic to carbon and exists in several state. Thrush (7) studied the molecule in a time-resolved
allotropic forms including the graphite-like a-BN and the experiment in which he observed the 3P– 3P absorption
diamond-like b-BN. The isoelectronic C2 molecule has been bands but not the singlet bands suggesting a 3P ground state,
studied in great detail because of its importance in combus- in contrast to the 1S/ ground state for the isoelectronic C2

tion and astrophysics (1) . Many electronic transitions of C2 molecule. Mosher and Fosch (8) also observed the A 3P–
have been identified from the infrared to the vacuum ultravi- X 3P transition, analogous to the Swan system of C2, in
olet region of the spectrum (1, 2) . In contrast only a few absorption after trapping the BN molecule in a neon matrix.
electronic transitions are known for BN. There are a number of ab initio calculations available for

The BN molecule was first observed by Douglas and the spectroscopic properties of BN (9–24) . These studies
Herzberg (3) who reported the analysis of a 3Pi – 3Pi transi- predict a 3P ground state. In recent ab initio work Martin
tion near 28 000 cm01 . In addition, they also observed three et al. (22) studied the spectroscopic properties of the lowest
weaker bands at 34 499, 32 817, and 30 963 cm01 which lying 3P and 1S/ states using large basis sets and extensive
were left unassigned. From the appearance of these bands electron correlation. These calculations support the ground
they concluded that they probably involved singlet electronic state assignment as 3P and predict that the next excited state,
states. The 3Pi – 3Pi transition was later reinvestigated by a 1S/, lies at 381 { 100 cm01 above the ground state and
Bredohl et al. (4) and a new transition of BN was observed that the a 1S/ state has a vibrational interval DG(1/2) Å
by Verma (5) , probably between two exited states. In a 1664 cm01 . From this result they concluded that the vibra-
separate publication Bredohl et al. (6) provided a rotational tional assignments of Bredohl et al. (6) must be in error
analysis of the singlet bands initially reported by Douglas since their a 1S/ vibrational interval was about 50 cm01

and Herzberg (3) . The bands with R heads at 32 817 and larger than the predicted value. In an even more extensive
34 499 cm01 were assigned as the 0–0 and 1–0 bands of calculation Bauschlicher and Partridge (24) lowered the
the e 1S/–a 1S/ transition and the band at 30 963 cm01 was a 1S/–X 3P interval to 180 { 110 cm01 with a b 1P–a 1S/

identified as the 0–0 band of the e 1S/–b 1P transition. This spacing of 3562 cm01 and DG(1/2) Å 1655 cm01 for the
a 1S/ state. These predictions are also at variance with the
measurements of Bredohl et al. (6) . In a different study1 Also at Department of Chemistry, University of Waterloo, Waterloo,

Ontario, Canada N2L 3G1. Mawhinney et al. (23) performed a MRDCI ab initio study
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of BN0 and BN and suggested that the location of the states OBSERVATION AND ANALYSIS
of BN could be experimentally determined via photodetach-
ment. The b 1P–a 1S/ separation predicted in this study is The spectra were measured using a program called PC-
0.43 { 0.03 eV (3470 { 200 cm01) with the a 1S/ state DECOMP developed by J. Brault. The peak positions were
lying at 0.03 { 0.02 eV (241 { 160 cm01) above the ground determined by fitting a Voigt line shape function to each
state. spectral feature and the branches were sorted using a color

The recent matrix work of Lorenz et al. (25) has cleared Loomis–Wood program running on a PC computer.
up much of the controversy concerning the spectroscopic The BN bands are located in the 3000–7900 cm01 region.
properties of the low-lying states of BN. In this work Lorenz All of the observed bands belong to a single 1P– 1S/ transi-
et al. (25) used laser vaporization to deposit BN in a solid tion with the 0–0 band at 3514 cm01 . A major portion of
neon matrix. Laser excitation in the ultraviolet bands of BN the BN bands are overlapped by strong molecular lines from
resulted in near infrared emission spectra. From this study the infrared bands of N2. Only bands in the D£ Å 0 and D£

they located the positions of a 1S/ , b 1P, A 3S/ , and B 3S0 Å 1 sequences are free from overlapping by N2. The 1–0
states and determined the vibrational constants for these band is the most intense band and we also identified the 2–
states. This study places the a 1S/ state between 15 and 182 1 and 3–2 bands in the D£ Å 1 sequences. In the D£ Å 0
cm01 above the ground X 3P state, has a b 1P–a 1S/ T00 sequence we found the 0–0 and 1–1 bands. The 0–1 band
interval of 3561.6 cm01 , and provides the a 1S/ state DG(1/ is located near 1850 cm01 which is at the sharp cutoff in the
2) of 1681.1 cm01 . The results of this work are in excellent InSb detector response and therefore could not be identified.
agreement with the recent theoretical predictions (22–24) . The rotational analysis of the 0–0, 1–1, 1–0, 2–1, and 3–

In the present work we have observed the high resolution 2 bands provided enough data to predict and search for the
gas phase spectra of BN in the 1800–9000 cm01 region and bands in the D£ Å 2, 3, and 4 sequences. The 2–0, 3–1,
have identified a 1P– 1S/ transition with a 0–0 band at 4–2, and 4–1 bands were identified using these predictions
3514 cm01 . This observation is consistent with the neon in spite of overlapping from strong N2 bands. The search
matrix observations of Lorenz et al. (25) and recent the for the bands having £ 9 Å 3 was unsuccessful because of
theoretical predictions (22–24) . In this paper we report the the very weak intensity of these bands.
rotational analysis of nine bands of the b 1P–a 1S/ transition Boron has two isotopes 10B and 11B with natural abun-
involving the £ * Å 0–4 and the £ 9 Å 0–2 vibrational levels. dances of 20 and 80%, respectively. The 10BN bands are

expected to appear with the 25% of the intensity of the 11BN
bands and we were able to identify 10BN lines only in the

EXPERIMENTAL 0–0 and 1–0 bands. A compressed portion of the 1–0 band
is presented in Fig. 1 with the R heads of both isotopomers

The infrared bands of BN were produced in an elec- marked.
trodeless microwave discharge through a flowing mixture of Each band of the b 1P–a 1S/ transition consists of a single
1.9 Torr of He and traces of N2 and BCl3 . The discharge R , a single P , and a single Q branch with no L doubling,
tube was made of quartz and had an outside diameter of 12 as expected. The observation of the first lines R(0) , Q(1) ,
mm. The emission from the lamp was sent directly into the and P(2) in the stronger bands confirms this assignment.
entrance aperture of the 1-m Fourier transform spectrometer The R and P branches appear with almost the same intensity
associated with the McMath–Pierce telescope of the Na- and the Q branch is the most intense branch. The 0–0 band
tional Solar Observatory. The spectrometer was equipped is free from perturbation and the lines up to R(33), P(36),
with a CaF2 beam splitter and liquid nitrogen cooled InSb and Q(33) have been identified. The bands with £ * Å 1
detectors. The use of a Si filter limited the observation of show a perturbation at J* Å 18 caused by the interaction
the spectra to the 1800–9000 cm01 spectral region. A total between the £ 9 Å 3 (a 1S/) and £ * Å 1 (b 1P) levels.
of 10 scans were coadded in about 70 min at an instrumental A part of the Q branch of the 0–0 band is provided in
resolution of 0.02 cm01 (1/2L). Fig. 2 with lines marked from both 10BN and 11BN. The

In addition to BN bands this spectrum also contained nu- wavenumbers and the assignment of the rotational lines in
merous lines of N2, the vibration–rotation bands of HCl, the different bands of the 11BN and 10BN are listed in Tables
and many atomic lines of the He, N, and B atoms. The 1 and 2, respectively. The molecular constants were deter-
spectra were calibrated using the measurements of the HCl mined by fitting the observed line positions with the custom-
vibration–rotation lines made by LeBlanc et al. (26) . Their ary energy level expressions for 1S/ (Eq. [1]) and 1P (Eq.
wavenumber scale was calibrated to better than{0.001 cm01 [2]) states:
(26) . The BN lines have a typical width of 0.032 cm01 and
have been observed with a maximum signal-to-noise ratio F

£
(J) Å T

£
/ B

£
J(J / 1)

of 30:1. The measurements of the strong and unblended BN
lines are therefore expected to be accurate to {0.001 cm01 . 0 D

£
[J(J / 1)]2 / H

£
[J(J / 1)]3 [1]
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FIG. 1. A compressed portion of the 1–0 band of the b 1P–a 1S/ system of BN with R heads of 10BN and 11BN marked by arrows.

FIG. 2. An expanded portion of the 0–0 band of the b 1P–a 1S/ system of BN near the Q head. The assignments of some low J lines of 10BN and
11BN have been marked.
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TABLE 1
Observed Line Positions ( in cm01 ) of the

b 1P–a 1S/ Bands of 11BN
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TABLE 1—Continued
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TABLE 1—Continued

transition in the gas phase is consistent with the neon matrixF
£
(J) Å T

£
/ B

£
J(J / 1)

observations of Lorenz et al. (25) .0 D
£
[J(J / 1)]2 / H

£
[J(J / 1)]3

We have checked the rotational assignments of the singlet
band in the 30 000–34 000 cm01 region. Bredohl et al. (6){ 1/2{qJ(J / 1) / qD[J(J / 1)]2

obtained a rotational analysis for three bands with heads at
/ qH[J(J / 1)]3}. [2] 30 963, 32 817, and 34 498 cm01 . The bands at 32 817 and

34 498 cm01 were assigned as the 0–0 and 1–0 bands of
In this fit the perturbed lines were not included although the the e 1S/–a 1S/ (Fig. 3) while the band at 30 963 cm01 was
unperturbed lower state combination differences were added. assigned as the 0–0 band of the e 1S/–b 1P transition. A
For the final fit the lines of all the bands were fitted together fresh look at the data of these bands indicates that the 0–0
and the approximate standard deviation of the residuals was band of the e 1S/–a 1S/ transition is in fact the 0–1 band.
{0.0018 cm01 . The molecular constants obtained for the Bredohl et al.’s 1–0 band is in the right position to be the
a 1S/ and b 1P state vibrational levels of 11BN and 10BN are 0–0 band but some of the R line positions and most of the
provided in Tables 3 and 4, respectively. P line positions do not match with the predicted line posi-

tions of the 0–0 band. The J numbering of the observed
DISCUSSION lines near the head that do match with the predicted lines

should be increased by 2. It is not surprising to find a misas-
Prior to the recent work of Lorenz et al. (25) only the signment in this band since Bredohl et al. (6) state that it

C 3P–X 3P transition (Fig. 3) [previously called A 3P–X 3P is ‘‘much weaker and strongly overlapped by BCl bands.’’
(3, 4) and D 3P–X 3P (25)] of BN was analyzed in detail Their analysis of the e 1S/–b 1P 0–0 band is correct. This
(3, 4) . We have taken this opportunity to relabel many of reassignment places the e 1S/

£ Å 0 level at 34 476.60 cm01

the low-lying states of BN on the basis of ab initio calcula- above the a 1S/
£ Å 0 state. A comprehensive energy level

tions (24) and by analogy with C2. The work of Lorenz et diagram of the low-lying states of BN is presented in Fig.
al. (25) provides new spectroscopic data for A 3S/ , B 3S0 , 3. In this figure the positions of the as yet undetected c 1D
b 1P, and a 1S/ states with the A 3S/ and B 3S0 states de- and d 1S/ states are taken from the calculations of Bausch-
tected for the first time. Lorenz et al. (25) confirmed that licher and Partridge (24) .
there are problems with the assignments made by Bredohl The relative position of the a 1S/ state with respect to the

X 3P state has been estimated to be between 15 and 182et al. (6) for the singlet bands. Our work on the b 1P–a 1S/
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TABLE 2
Observed Line Positions ( in cm01 ) of the b 1P–a 1S/ Bands of 10BN

cm01 on the basis of energy transfer results in the neon { 160 cm01) predicted by Mawhinney et al. (23) , and 181
{ 100 cm01 predicted by Bauschlicher and Partridge (24) .matrix experiments. This value compares with 381 { 100

cm01 predicted by Martin et al. (22) , 0.03 { 0.02 eV (242 In the absence of intercombination transitions between the

TABLE 3
Spectroscopic Constants ( in cm01 ) for the b 1P–a 1S/ System of 11BN
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TABLE 4
Spectroscopic Constants ( in cm01 ) for the b 1P–a 1S/ System of 10BN

singlet and triplet states, it is difficult to determine the pre- and b 1P states. This perturbation affects only the R and P
branches indicating that the perturbing state is a 1S/ statecise positions of the singlet states with respect to the ground

state. With the exception of the photoelectron spectroscopy (or more precisely a 0/ state) . The term values indicate that
a crossing takes place between the £ Å 1 vibrational levelof BN0 , the only other method to determine this separation

is the observation of perturbations between singlet and triplet of the b 1P state and the £ Å 3 vibrational level of the a 1S/

state near J * Å 18. In the absence of any other perturbationstates. This method was successfully applied in the case of
in the a 1S/ or b 1P states, we are unable to determine theC2 where perturbations were observed between the b 3S0

g

singlet–triplet separation. The observed value of the T00 Åand X 1S/
g states (27) . In the case of BN the only perturba-

3513.99040(43) cm01 for the b 1P–a 1S/ transition can betion observed was in the £ Å 1 vibrational level at J * Å 18
compared with the neon matrix value of 3561.6 cm01 ofand this was caused by the interaction between the a 1S/

Lorenz et al. (25) and the ab initio values of 3470 { 240
cm01 [Mawhinney et al. (23)] and 3633 cm01 [Bauschlicher
and Partridge (24)] .

The molecular constants of the a 1S/ and b 1P states have
been used to evaluate the equilibrium molecular constants
for these states (Table 5). The lower and excited state

TABLE 5
Equilibrium Constants ( in cm01 ) for the a 1S/ and b 1P States

of 11BN and 10BN

FIG. 3. A schematic energy level diagram of the low-lying electronic
states of BN. The positions of the unobserved states (dotted lines) have
been taken from the theoretical work of Bauschlicher and Partridge (24) .
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